An analysis of epileptic negative myoclonus by magnetoencephalography.
To clarify the neurophysiologic mechanism of epileptic negative myoclonus (ENM), we analyzed the magnetoencephalography (MEG) of a patient with ENM. The 52-year-old right-handed male had frequent ENM in the right upper limb during awake and monthly seizures with sudden tonic stiffening of the right forearm during sleep. MRI demonstrated a focal cortical dysplasia in the cortex of the posterior portion of the left superior frontal sulcus. Whole-head type MEG, electroencephalography and electromyography were simultaneously recorded during ENM. Single equivalent currents dipoles (ECDs) were calculated for each spike component followed by silent period (SP) in the right deltoid muscle. These MEG spike components were averaged with respect to their peaks, and single ECD was also calculated for the averaged spike component. Furthermore, we analyzed the MEG with the silent-period-locked-averaging (SPLA) method. Twenty MEG signal data were averaged with respect to the onset of SP. Twenty epochs in each of five separate periods of recording were repeatedly averaged. ECDs were calculated for spike components observed in each averaged epoch. ECDs of each spike followed by SP were clustered near the cortex of the left central sulcus. In MEG spike averaging and SPLA method, ECDs at the peak of spike components were located near the right shoulder division of the primary sensorimotor cortex reproducibly. ECDs on the ascending phase before the peak were located lateral to the above ECD location in MEG spike averaging method. ENM was produced by an inhibitory action on the primary sensorimotor cortex corresponding to the body segment in which ENM occurs.